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Abstract
In this report, we explain how the engineer conducts reservoir behavior and
his ability to predict future production with the type of reservoir and its drive
mechanism by using software petroleum expert (MBAL)
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INTRODUCTION

One of the roles of a reservoir engineer is to continuously monitor the reservoir,
Estimate future conditions and control the flow of fluids through the reservoir with an
aim to increase recovery factor and accelerate oil recovery. It therefore implies that
the ability of a Reservoir Engineer to predict the behavior of petroleum reservoirs
depends solely on his ability to predict the flow characteristics of the fluids in the
reservoir. Thus, the main concern of the engineer to carry out a study on the reservoir
is to adequately simulate the reservoir with the minimum effort.
The prediction and interpretation of reservoir performance helps engineers to
quantify cumulative production, and development planning of the characteristics of
the reservoir and its knowledge drive mechanism of the reservoir and to determine the
type of reservoir (saturation or under-saturation) to improve production processes and
more importantly, Physical processes occurring in the reservoir so that the result of
any action can be predicted within reasonable tolerance errors. This report is
illustrated by "MABL" software by integrating the flow of water and the concept of
time to balance the balance of materials. The date matching process consists of
modifying the aquifer information until an acceptable match is reached within the
accuracy of the geometry.
Keywords:

Pressure volume temperature
Drive mechanism
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUTION
I.1 Background
The natural energy of a reservoir can be used to move oil and gas toward the
wellbore. Used in such a fashion, these sources of energy are called drive
mechanisms. Early determination and characterization of the drive mechanism present
within a reservoir may allow a greater ultimate recovery of hydrocarbons. Drive
mechanisms are determined by the analysis of historical production data, primarily
reservoir pressure data and fluid production ratios.

I.2 Objectives
1_ Calculate pressure in the reservoir by using the MABL program.
2_ Calculate change reservoir pressure and cumulative oil production with time.
3_ Calculate the rate of decrease in reservoir pressure with Continuity in the
production of the oil.
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1.3 Introduction:
This user guide gives an introduction to the key features available in the MBAL
program developed by petroleum experts, MBAL is in a package made up of various
tools designed to help the engineer to a better understanding of reservoir behavior and
perform prediction run.

1.4 MBAL Graphical Interface :This version of MBAL now uses a graphical interface to facilitate the modeling of the
reservoir. The new interface simplifies the task of building a model by allowing the user to
sketch the various components of the reservoir. All the reservoir components such as tanks,
wells and

transmissibility (communication between tanks) are represented by unique

graphical objects which may be easily manipulated on the screen. As components are added,
the relevant input screens and fields are displayed prompting for the appropriate data to be
entered.

1.5 When MBAL is started:
The program automatically opens the last file accessed. Data files can be opened at
any time during the current working session. If changes have been made to the
current open file, the program will prompt to save the changes before opening a new
file.

1.6 The various tools available in MBAL are:
_Material balance
_Reservoir allocation
_Monte Carlo volumetric
_decline curve analysis
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_multi-layer

This document explains the basic procedures to follow in order to set-up a MBAL
model using the example provided, this user guide focuses on how to use the various
program features as analytical tools to solve engineering problems .
The appendix B at the end of this manual gives a list of the references for the various
models implemented in the MBAL software package, the user is encouraged to
consult the appropriate references for more details.

1.8 Fractional Flow
1- Look-up table for fractional flow instead of relative permeability curves
2- Control of regression variables for fractional flow matching

1..9 Compositional Lumping/Delumping
1.9.1 Production History
1- Import multiple well production history
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2- Entry of production history by month or year
3- Undo facility in history matching
4- Plotting of prediction well rates against history well rates

1,9.2 Miscellaneous
1- Handle gas-lift curves with casing head pressure
2- Ability to change units in dialog
3- Allow edit/view of well relative permeability (prior to import to GAP)
4- Plot IPR with and without gravel pack

1.9.3 Material Balance Tool
1- Correct IPR for the effect of gravel pack
2- Prediction based on Production Schedule for Multi-tanks
3- Extend prediction type 1 (from production schedule) to multi-tank cases
4- Prediction to Calculate Minimum Number of Wells to achieve Target Rate
5- Improvements to Production History Input
6- Enter comment for each history point and display on plots
7- Display weighting in production history dialogue

The program displays the change in the distribution of the injected phase saturation.
Each curve represents a distribution of saturations for a given pore volume injected
(indicated on the plots as PV injected).
The calculation can be stopped at any time by clicking the Abort button. If the
calculations are not stopped, the program ends the simulation at the cut-off value
entered in the 'Reservoir and Fluids Parameters' dialogue box.
Input parameters can be accessed throughout the Input menu option. When changes
to the input parameters are completed, press Calculate to start a new simulation.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE STUDY

2. Definition and clarification of drive mechanisms:

2.1 Solution Gas Drive:
Crude oil under high pressure can contain large amounts of dissolved gas. The
more gas there is in solution, the more compressible the oil. In oil reservoirs
with little or no water drive, reservoir energy to drive the oil toward the
wellbore can be supplied by expansion of the oil due to gas expanding in
solution. This is a solution gas (or dissolved gas or depletion) drive. When
pressure drops below the bubble point pressure

in the reservoir, small,

disconnected gas bubbles form in pores, also pushing the oil toward the
wellbore. At about 5–10% free gas in the reservoir, the bubbles coalesce and
the gas moves toward the wellbore as a separate flowing phase. When this
happens, oil production drops and gas production increases rapidly because of
the increased relative permeability to gas.

Figure (1.1) shows SOLUTION GAS DRIVE
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2.2Gas Cap Drive:
In reservoir systems with little or no water drive, gas expansion often provides
the energy necessary to move hydrocarbons to the wellbore, the primary
source of reservoir energy is an initial gas cap, which expands as the reservoir
pressure drops expands to replace produced hydrocarbons. In an oil system,
this expansion slows the rate of fluid pressure drop in the reservoir and
supports hydrocarbon production. Pressure drops in proportion to the volume
of hydrocarbon removed from the reservoir and the quality of the reservoir.
Reservoirs with gas expansion drives have, at most, a limited aquifer.

Figure (1.2) shows GAS CAP DRIVE

2.3 Water drive
A strong water drive provides very good pressure support from the aquifer
(100% void age replacement) with minimal pressure drop at the wellbore.
The aquifer water expands slightly, displacing the oil or gas from the
reservoir toward the borehole as pressure drops around the borehole. This
mechanism exists only where the aquifer is of equal or better quality than the
reservoir and has a much larger volume than the reservoir (about 10 times) or
is in communication with surface recharge. A strong water drive is more
effective in oil reservoirs than in gas reservoirs.
The pressure history of a water driven reservoir depends critically upon:
1. The size of the aquifer.
2. The permeability of the aquifer.
3. The reservoir production rate.
12

Figure (1.3) SHOWN WATER DRIVE

2.4 Rock or Combination Drive
Drive mechanisms can occur in combination. For instance, a gas expansion drive is
commonly accompanied by a partial water drive. Water drives can be enhanced by
imbibition effects, a minor drive type. Under saturated oil reservoirs can begin
producing by solution gas drive, then change to partial water drive when the energy
from the dissolved gas is reduced to the point where it no longer is effective. We
sometimes can recognize combined drives from production decline curves, especially
when oil, gas, and water are all plotted by rate. All plots of individual wells from a
field should have common horizontal and vertical scales so they can be compared
from well to well.
Most oil reservoirs produce under the influence of two or more reservoir drive
mechanisms, referred to collectively as a combination drive.

A common example is

an oil reservoir with an initial gas cap and an active water drive (Figure 4) .

Figure (1.4) Rock or compaction drive
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2.5 Gravity Drainage Drive
Gravity drainage, or gravity segregation, is the tendency of oil, gas, and water to
segregate in a reservoir during production due to their differing densities As a
secondary drive mechanism, gravity drainage occurs only in combination with one or
more of the primary oil reservoir drive mechanisms . Conditions conducive to gravity
drainage include thick reservoirs with high vertical permeabilities or thin reservoirs
with steep dips. In a solution gas drive reservoir perforated down dip, gravity drainage
can cause released solution gas to migrate upward and oil to flow downward,
conserving reservoir energy and increasing recovery to near that of a water drive.
The rate of oil gravity drainage in the reservoir is usually low compared to field
production rates. Over time, however, gravity drainage can be extremely efficient and
recoveries higher than any of the primary drive mechanisms are possible.

Figure (1.5) Gravity drainage Drive

Reservoir pressure trends and producing oil ratio trends of these four drive
mechanisms are shown in Figure (5) and table 1. Table 1 shows the energy sources
and ultimate recovery ranges of the major drive mechanisms
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Drive Mechanism

Energy Source

Recovery (% OOIP)

Solution gas drive

Evolved solution gas expansion

5–30

Gas cap drive

Gas cap and evolved solution gas
expansion

20–40

Water drive

Aquifer expansion

35–75

Gravity drainage

Gravity

5–30 (incremental)

Table 1 Ultimate recovery ranges by drive mechanism

2.6 Pressure Volume Temperature: PVT Analysis
Pressure volume temperature (PVT) analysis is the process of determining the fluid
behaviors and properties of oil and gas samples from an existing well.
As with everything oil and gas related, the amount of time it takes to extract the
hydrocarbons from the subsurface geology increases the cost of the well. Because oil
and gas operators are at the mercy of the commodities market, this increased cost
reduces the profit margin of the overall project.
Determining the properties of the oil and gas mixture in the reservoir is vital to
understanding how easily the hydrocarbons are going to flow from the well in its
current state and allows the operator and its geologists to select the most costeffective extraction methods
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2.2.1 Defining Pressure Volume Temperature (PVT Analysis)
PVT analysis can be done at just about any stage in the hydrocarbon extraction
process, but obviously the greatest gains
“…for a given fluid and pore size with a constant wetting, the pressure required to
force an air bubble through the pore is inversely proportional to the size of the
hole.”

2.2.2 Bubble Point
To understand the drive mechanics of the fluids in an oil well, a test is performed to
determine the bubble point of the sample fluid. This test and the subsequent
understanding of the bubble test is a crucial component to understanding the
characteristics of the reservoir.
A bubble test communicates important information to the geologist about the
expected recovery of the oil in a well. If the oil that will be recovered is under
saturated (containing very little dissolved gas), only a small percentage of the oil is
recoverable without the use of some advanced recovery method.
2.2.3 Flash Liberation
Flash liberation is a process involving a sudden pressure change that causes the crude
oil to quickly separate or “flash” into in an oil and gas mixture.
2.2.4 Differential Liberation
In the differential liberation process, the gas that is liberated from the liquid solution
is continuously removed from the test sample, as opposed to the flash liberation
process that allows the sample solution to reach equilibrium.

2.2.5 Reservoir to Surface Volume Relations
Determining the bubble point is only one step involved in a thorough PVT analysis.
Flash and differential liberation tests yield three other important factors needed to
determine the relationship between reservoir to surface volume – oil formation
volume factor (Bo), gas formation volume factor (Bg) and solution gas-oil ration (Rs).
2.2.6 Oil Formation Volume Factor (Bo)
Bο is the ratio of the volume of oil at reservoir conditions to that of surface conditions.
It is used to convert the flow rate of oil at the surface to that of reservoir conditions.
16

2.2.7 Gas Formation Volume Factor (Bg)
Bg is the ratio of the volume of gas at the reservoir temperature and pressure to the
volume at the surface temperature and pressure.
2.2.8 Solution Gas-Oil Ratio (Rs)
Rs is the amount of gas dissolved in the oil (or water) at any pressure. It increases
approximately linearly with pressure, and it is a function of the oil (or water) and gas
composition. A heavy oil contains less dissolved gas than a light oil.

2.2.9 Compositional Analysis: The Real Goal of PVT Analysis
The reason any oil and gas company decides to drill a well is to turn the project into
an oil-producing asset. But the value of the oil extracted from a single well is not the
same as the value of the oil produced from another.
The makeup of the oil, which can be determined from the compositional analysis, is
an important piece of the equation that determines how profitable the play will be.
The compositional analysis will determine just how much of each type of petroleum
product can be produced from a single barrel of oil from that well – how much
gasoline, kerosene, diesel
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter is describing the methodology and calculations that done depend on the
objective of this research to explain how to calculate the …….

Tank parameter:

Tank type

oil

Name

DHS
Deg F011

Temperature

Psig 0999999

Initial pressure

Fraction 1910110.9

Porosity

Fraction19.0

Connate water saturation
Water compressibility

2.8e-6
1

initial gas cap
Original oil in place

.90.103 BSTB

Start of production

Date d/m/y0911/01/01

Table2 Tank parameter
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The data used for calculation of Fetkovich steady state model at table below:
System

Radial aquifer

Reservoir thickness

0..909.feet

Reservoir radius

019900feet

Outer /inner radius ratio

0193139

Encroachment angle

00.9110degrees

Aquifer permeability

1.09911md
Table3 tank input data water influx

In this case, the relationship between the saturation phase and the relative permeability is
positive as the relative permeability increases. the saturation phase (fraction).

Figure(2.1) carve the phase saturation(fraction) and relative permeability by Fetkovich steady
state model
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In Figure 7 shows the change in the pressure of the reservoir with the amount of
production at the time change as the production increased the pressure of the reservoir
to reach the stage where the reservoir is unable to produce by the primary production
methods

Figure (2.2) curve change reservoir pressure and cumulative oil production with time by Fetkovich
steady state model

Figure (2.3) curve tank pressure and production simulation by Fetkovich steady state model
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MODEL: CARTER –TRACY

Reservoir thickness

.119300feet

Reservoir radius

1.19901feet

Outer/ inner radius ratio

09190..

Encroachment angle

0199131degrees

Aquifer permeability

1911091.1Md

Table 4 model carter-Tracy

Figure(2.4) carve phase saturation(fraction) and relative permeability by carter model

Figure(2.5) curve reservoir pressure and cumulative oil predation with time
by carter model
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Figure(2.6) curve water production and production simulation by carter model

MODEL: Hurst-Van Everdingen-modified
System : radial aquifer
Reservoir thickness

Feet 27628.1

Reservoir radius

Feet 4603.99

Outer/ inner radius ratio

0911.11

Encroachment angle

...9091

Aquifer permeability

311 md

Table 5 MODEL: Hurst-van Everdingen-modified
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In Figure 12 we observe that the change in oil Relative permeability with phase
saturation fraction consistent with time in the Hurst-van Everdingen-modified
MODEL

Figure(2.7) carve phase saturation(fraction) and relative permeability by MODEL: Hurst-van
Everdingen-modified

Figure(2.8) curve reservoir pressure and predation history with time
by MODEL: Hurst-van Everdingen-modified
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PRODUCTION simulation :

Figure(2.9) tank production and production simulation MODEL: Hurst-van Everdingen-modified
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APPENDIX
Reservoir fluid

oil

Tank model

single tank

PVT model

simple PVT

Production history

By tank

Compositional model
None
Table 6 system options

Formation GOR

113

oil gravity

0.90API

gas gravity

191110

water salinity

011111

mole percent H2S

1

mole percent CO2

19.9

mole percent N2

1
Table7 data input

Pressure
100
100
0

Temperature
14.7
6000
20

Table8 data( pressure and temperature)
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Figure (3.1) water FVF with pressure

Figure (3.2) water viscosity with pressure
Note Water viscosity it is constant so not change with the pressure at any time.
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Figure(3.3) water density with pressure

The water density it is change with ratio of salinity so The higher the salinity, the
greater the density.

Figure(3.4) water compressibility with pressure
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Figure(3.5) gas oil ratio with pressure
Not When the pressure decreasing the gas while be free from the oil .

Figure (3.6) bubble point with pressure
The pressure of the reservior it is greet then the bubble point pressure so thr

curve not change.
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Figure (3.7) oil FVF with pressure

Figure (3.8) oil viscosity with pressure
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Figure (3.9) gas FVF with pressure

Figure (3.10) gas viscosity with pressure
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Figure (3.11) oil density with pressure

Figure (3.12) gas density with pressure
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